
Invitations to create a new international
city, an international city of World

Diamond of Technology

The city which is based on the cooperation of business of the company
worldwide. Creating a common property and cooperation, expansion possibilities

and values.

***********************************************

Events for:                        ..............Companies in the direction of technology, science, research

The founder of the project:  …....................................................................................................Peter Gottwald 

Date of Birth:                         …...............................................................…..............................January 10, 1992 

Profession:                            …...............................................................................European political prisoner 

Future profession:                …...........................................................King of the land in the ED, WD, another 

The period of the creation of the project: …..................................now is 5, maybe 10 years back and more

Signature of the founder:      ….............................................................................................................................

Invitations to create a new international city, an international technology Diamond City



The Invitation card
*******

This letter is an invitation for every business, research, scientific, industrial, development companies on the planet. The

letter is an invitation to establish cooperation and the establishment of a new civilization forms of cooperation and new

meaning. 

Together city which is jointly significant and valuable, shared city that is created on our cooperation and development,

great benefits and a lot of new possibilities. Our cooperation that allows us create many new possibilities.

The city is founded for International cooperation and lifted our values. The city is designed for extending our common

policy and communications, strategy and market logistics, intelligence and development of common technologies. City is

created  for  Started  common  steps  that  are  today  the  most  important  steps  in  the  history  of  mankind.

With strongly characterized, so these are the steps that are among the most significant step in the history of mankind

today. Steps which today we can use a lot of us people on the planet Earth, the steps that are designed for every

business category for technology, science and research. City which is based on joint steps that lead to the unification of

all companies worldwide. Companies for the development of technology, science and research, chemistry or electronics,

nanotechnology and molecular science, particulate matter and energy, mathematics, space, physics and mechanics or

computer, bacteria and organisms, database development and civilization. Cities for all companies that deal with these

qualities and common interest.

Common international city who is intended for creation of an international community cooperation and development of

common technologies in the form of  strong and remarkable civilization which is based on common values and own

scientific technology. Technologies that are important to us and useful in the early future of development for the world.

The city that is created in the form of the right of associations, community associations. Community who is not a political

group that is recognized by the political right heads of foreign governments. It is a legal form of the company as national,

the national society, extended trading company under the inner Sistema which is based on democracy, which controls

the number of representatives of trading companies, who lead collaboration across the city. as the representative of the

company,  owners  and  other  owners  trading  company  we  become  senators  at  a  common  international  Chamber.

Therefore,  every senator has the right  to vote and support  the development of  a civilization common values. Joint

development or used of  civilization is based on liberal  politics that  we can actually determined by the agreements.

Everyone is entitled to their copyright and possessions. Everyone has all the rights to develop custom embedded and

common property, expanding civilization and promote cooperation of all groups, cooperation that develops and expands

our common property that we can create a stronger benefit and value of our common civilization. Cities function as one

strong group of several trading company that recognizes the king of the country or the government of the country in

which the city is built.

Our cities, common civilization is based on the development and research of common technologies, the development of

scientific knowledge, the creation of joint laboratories, development of joint transport and industrial zones, a powerful

database  and  computer  programs  for  the  internal  logistics  and  managament.  super  computers  or  the  use  and

development of renewable sources of laboratory. Development of common technological strategy and united copyright

for the promotion of joint projects. The City is an international city which is named as ,,international cities of the World

Diamand technology. The city is led to widespread only High Tech. Sistema and civilization

 The first to be creating a common agreement on co-ownership and the distribution of values, agreement to ensure trust

and security. Agreement on a private owned company which put privacy property and consequently recognition of the

common  property  which  was  jointly  produced.  Together  producing  assets  are  then  possesion  on  behalf  of  the

international center, the whole community. Joint Association is then based an account at the central bank the country's

government ,,Empire of diamond. "The Central Bank leads Manage Account which is based only on the values of which

are developed about common city, not personal property of the Company. Central bank may establish a branch in the city

and issues, for example our common coin under Sistema Dual-Inter-Value.

Our international technology city, a city which is based on a powerful civilization can be for us a new and strong values.

The value the strong support of our joint strategy and policy for the commercial development companies, development of

technology and market development of a common trade together and outperform the competition. City can be utilized for

our common logistics for the market place with patents and copyright in the direction of the market, design, industry and

other  trade  direction.  The  city  which  for  your  trading  company  creates  new  and  powerful  possibilities,  greater

international cooperation and increase your financial gains. It's really, every business that initiate cooperation may have a



lower profit of a few new trillion euro. If we are able to create enough success, joint profits can be calculated in the

values  of several quadrilion euros, maybe in Quadriliard euro (milion, miliard, bilion, biliard, trilion, triliard, quadrilion,

quadriliards). Often, it will really values that are more important than the Earth. Every business has all rights to own their

share of the entire city and sell it together with his own trading Firm.

We obtain these values work together. Work which is based on the development of a common civilization. A civilization

that  is  based  only  on  the  development  of  modern  and  high  tech.  Civilization  which  is  based  on  the  standard  of

engineering and logistics intelligence, the arts of civilization, the use of robotics and replace a human worker, utilization

of robotic technology and artificial intelligence or super computers which can overtake even thousands of scientific work

groups. We're going to pool together high tech and new sistemy the most modern technology. Immediately focus on a

nanotechnology development,  we constantly uses his own production zone in laboratories,  who will  work for us as

renewable  raw  materials.  Labs  that  can  produce  metal  ore,  diamonds,  crystals,  gases  and  liquids,  many  other

substances and organisms, reproduce uranium and other substances. Together the town which is for indoor use based

on private sources of raw materials. Gold, titanium, diamonds, silver, crystal or stone and sand, gas and energy, power

generation, industrial bacteria and much more. Immediately we create research for the replication of human and other

cells, the cells and research that you may create immortal life or prolong life by hundreds of years. City in which it is

created custom intra net, support for internet, 3D and 4D virtual worlds, radar site and power plants, utilities, research

and development multy particles Sistema of large particle accelerators (Multy LHC's), energy creation and development

of multi-dimensional process and energy or prostor, molecular science, Modern scientific focus, botany and genetics of

plants or beasts, modification, production of special computer processors, the development of a super computer science

for meteorology, created many kinds super computers, tube post, transports the rate of seven thousand kilometers per

hour, for example, or even much more than Ninety thousand kilometers per hour. possibility to develop new transport

technologies. opportunity to develop aerospace and then construct a transportation device that allows us to travel the

speed of 1 LY for just 2 minutes and 30 seconds.

We create a strong civilization which is based on a robotic civilization and modern science. The development of a strong

modern and advanced architecture, android population which is based on artificial Intelligence.

First, our common city were established in the future government of my country which is abbreviated as ED. E. D. is a

form of political entity that works like a Union or Federation to the governments of countries on this planet. This area will

be created civilization in size, as the first of only 50 x 50 kilometers. Then we will extend this civilization up to over 200 x

200 kilometer. Soon will come for us a new option we can extend our joint city in other ways that are currently not a

normal exploitation. Shared Future plans will extend our civilization up to the maritime zones and territories. This town

and Research Area below sea level, along the water city and powerful ships afloat. Our cooperation will create a new

space and significant opportunities. The opportunity to use the latest technology on the planet Earth and rapidly develop.

Subsequent cooperation will use common technology and our strength. Force that will help us to create a new kind of

city. Our city under the form of an orbiting city, a city which is in orbit around our planet. Orbital cities, you can be at a

height  from thousands to ten thousands of  miles from the planet  Earth.  Orbital  city that  can be of  significant size.

Powerful civilization that is developed in an orbital ship.

Consequently, we can extend our joint city across my political territories in the federal limit on the entity under the name ,,

World Diamond of Europe. "This is the creation of a new city that will be associated with the city in the ED or the town

which is in orbit. Our together the city will be created in the WD of Europe, it is international territory in which the creation

of an international Senat. Senat in which meets every government representative countries around the world. Then your

company have a greater opportunity to initiate cooperation on common foreign markets and develop their own trading

company.

The country WD of Europe created our common city which is the first of 10 x 10 kilometers. Then come the development

which causes expansion of the city up to 50 x 50 kilometers, maybe more.

For each position, this use of the possibilities of communication with the city on the other side. We can pass between the

common center and also to communicate. Today, my plans for the development will allow us to travel and to our planet

Earth Orbit. Orbit planet on which our orbital city.

Therefore, we create a production and research zone, laboratories and private sources. Orbital city for us to serve as

production on the Great Cosmic Civilization ships to travel between the planets and the stars.

Spacecraft that are based on the best technology and research. According to my information and theory, our spacecraft

may soon fly at speeds of several hundred trillion kilometers per hour and maybe more. Spacecraft, which are made

from commercial parts, parts of social life, part for fun and recreation or internal tourism, frequently for Science and

Research,  part  of  the  production  and  manufacturing  technology,  other  parts  of  the  ship,  several  motor  part  and



consequently often for planting the package which is the foundation of  a new civilization on another  planet.  Robot

development of civilization, robots in the package ins laboratory.

This is the opportunity that our will to wait several years. This can be accomplished in 5 years and if we utilized my plans

for the full opportunity, then it will be created in 2 to 3 years from the start. Therefore, we have a new and powerful

possibilities of use for further progress and development. Our common goal may be to create colonization on some

planet in the universe or create an artificial star and artificial sistem with many by artificial planets. Artificial planet in the

Universe that are produced with the help of laboratories and advanced technology, with the help of modern science.

Scientific horizons that are extended to a much more significant development and way of expanding civilization. We can

create a lot of new civilizations, civilizations which are based on many times greater than the size of the planet Earth.

Civilizations that are rapidly valuable than the whole planet Earth, civilization based on the infinite resources and mined

raw  materials  and  energy  or  precious  materials  and  industrial  needs,  organisms  or  other  valuable  materials.

It is true that we will be able to technologically create a new Galaxy and colonize it. We may utilize a territory which is of

infinite  size.  We may utilize the values that  are much larger  than a few kvadriliard euros,  more and more rapidly.

Our cooperation is likely to be, created under the supervision of the political form that is based on international groups of

all representatives of countries and governments around the world, planet Earth. Representatives who may be meet at

Universal dominion which the aim is to unite all the nations on planet Earth and in space and therefore territory. We will

work political form for auxiliary development technology and communication with international political group that leads

the political sovereignty of humanity in the Universe.

Universal  government is the political  groups who share our values stored in the Central  Bank and issue their  own

financial menu that is based on these values with sovereighnity in Universe of Humanity. 

We'll be together with people who can contribute to the development of the biggest step in the history of mankind, the

biggest step of mankind and the steps that have a rapid greater value than the whole history of  mankind since the

creation of the planet earth, we can create value rapidly more pronounced than those values planet Earth since its

inception. We can create the greatest achievements of mankind that affects several million in the prior year.

As a fun supplement to the conclusions of the invitation, our common civilization can be extended to other species and

the direction of trade or use. It is well in communal towns to create things like racetracks for Moto GP, Formula One

racing  or  other  racing  tracks,  commercial  and  recreational  zones,  hotels  that  are  based on  luxury,  spa and water

wellness centers, libraries, clubs, stadiums and arenas, center for communications briefings large groups, a center for

international media and our own television studio, radio and newspaper magazine.

I  intend  to  create  a  common complex  in  my ,,Royal  International  University  for  Science and Research of  modern

Civilization''.

link to information about E. of D. Constitution:
http://ulozto.cz/xkQtb113/the-empire-of-diamond-pdf

Link to information about W. D. of Europe. Constitution:
http://ulozto.cz/xPPVoDzx/constitution-of-the-world-diamond-pdf

Link to information about the Universal government. Constitution:
http://ulozto.cz/x8saGNny/constitution-of-the-univ-gov-pdf

Link to explain the situation. Letter to the representatives of all the governments of
countries around the world:
http://ulozto.cz/xiJkFbbD/common-letter-to-the-representatives-of-the-countries-of-the-
united-nations-pdf

http://ulozto.cz/xkQtb113/the-empire-of-diamond-pdf
http://ulozto.cz/xiJkFbbD/common-letter-to-the-representatives-of-the-countries-of-the-united-nations-pdf
http://ulozto.cz/xiJkFbbD/common-letter-to-the-representatives-of-the-countries-of-the-united-nations-pdf
http://ulozto.cz/x8saGNny/constitution-of-the-univ-gov-pdf
http://ulozto.cz/xPPVoDzx/constitution-of-the-world-diamond-pdf


Every one of  you  who has read this  information,  he understood that  European governments of  countries are now

terrorists. Today, the political rights of European countries are invalid, based on global terrorism. It is terrorism that robs

the world and your business company. This project is already many years old, it's maybe 5 to 10 or even more years.

Therefore, European governments are indebted country, they must pay us for all the funds he had stolen. After I get the

opportunity  to  create  sovereignty,  then  this  value  will  be  paid  by installments  and  political  cooperation  for  market

expansion and economic cooperation.  All  the stolen or lost  value will  be paid back to a common name who is our

common shares. Share that is partly connected with your business company. So today, vase trading company also has

all the rights to take legal action to your national court, injunctions against Europe, the demand for an investigation.

Now I thank you all for your understanding and building your free time to read this letter. I thank
you for your time and future cooperation, our cooperation is dedicated to the future of humanity and our

common, much better value. Values who are more important than the planet Earth, the value of which
there has never existed.

I will thank you very much for the cooperation and create a better future of mankind. at the same time,
I ask for your support and communication with the media, it is well to express your views to the media
and to promote global media that they could communicate. Our cooperation can greatly accelerate our

future destination for us to create a stronger value.
I thank you and wish you a lot of good success in managing your business company. Thank you for

your time and I wish you much happiness and health! All for a better tomorrow.

Signature of the author of the Invitation and Founder of Project :

End of The Invitation Card



Plea for other governments around the world

I, Peter Gottwald please everyone, so that he left from envy and resentment against me. envy and resentment against

the possibility of which I offer to the world.

I am a person who is trying to strive to improve the value of the planet Earth and the entire human world. My effort is to

create a common advance for the current position of  our humanity and create significant future. My objective is to

improve the value of human civilization and begin to create a much better opportunity for each of us to remove many of

the world's problems and conflicts. therefore, I  do want to ask you to understand that my success is once again a

success for all humankind on planet Earth and the entire human world.

Success what this's I wrote in this letter, are the achievements that can give strong support for many companies, create

more development of civilization aa values, future possibilities.

It is a step that strongly support the overall values and world.

this is an important step, as significant as many other projects that we offer ja. These are projects that can change the

future of humanity, which is significantly changing for a few million years. Today, therefore, I can say that I am now one of

the most significant people on this planet since the formation of the planet earth and humankind. I am a person who can

unite all the nations on the planet Earth and our civilization extend beyond the boundaries of human knowledge. Many

steps that make up this world strongly significant and lifting up. Steps that are beneficial for all of us.

therefore, I do want to warn anyone who wants to try to damage my options for on this can be brutal punishment and

destruction.  he endangered  the existence of  his  country's  government  and his  country,  territory and civilization,  its

values.

Therefore, I ask for your understanding, I am a person who is trying to envy others, I am a person who is trying to find a

common way for mutual success and the just solution. I do not support crime and bad intentions.

Therefore, I  will  also back on it,  that you understand that your cooperation with Europe is bad. -requiring logic and

awareness from you. Today, many European countries can offer cooperation against me, collaboration, which is why you

would rob me and removed, destroyed my options.

This is just so they'll lose out on options that we offer ja, possibilities that are from me, and options for which you own the

rights if you are fair and will go under the law.

If you are not fair and you will not uphold the law, you will support my overthrow of the just my position, then you lose all

rights to uslich required options and cooperation. You will be labeled as collaborators on terrorism, then we can come

many other countries and the just will take much more value than what today own values throughout all your land and

territory.

Then, your future governments will punish you as a person and they will want to convict you, it is a court convictions and

sentences for eliminating those greatest opportunities in the history of your country and support strategy against the

whole of humanity on planet Earth.

Me and my right hand, everything remains unchanged, the future European government be understood by that I am not

for the best options. I am now officially the best strategy for European governments country. nive governments of the

countries I choose as the King and I unite European territory. Here in Europe there is no other option.

If you are European representatives will offer cooperation against me, then it's just an effort to cancel the outstanding

sum to your country. 

It's much better to listen to him who offers you and for your country, the best opportunities in the history of your country. It

is not good to listen to those who communicate with you only because that they abused and robbed you of the greatest

opportunities in the history of all mankind. Europe has had difficulty about anything else, Europe only rob you anymore.

This project is dedicated to your business company. This project gives you the opportunity to develop. There's nothing to

envy.

Signature of the author of the Invitation and Founder of Project :



Preliminary confirmation of the requirements for participation
in the project

*****************************************************

Agreement

Signature declares that a commercial company has every interest in cooperation
for the development of a common project. The project that is described in this letter,
The Invitation Card, is an international project in Diamond Technology.

*This pre-endorsement is a non-binding suggestions. Prior confirmation must be approved by King or Royal Council of

ED, then will full force. 

*****************************************************

Date:                                      .…......................................................................................................................................

place of signature:               .…......................................................................................................................................

Internet links to The invitation card: ...........................................................................................................................

The signature of the company

Name :                                   .…......................................................................................................................................

Purposes of the Company: .…......................................................................................................................................

Form of law (company, Investing, commander, a limited liability company, another): ..........................................

Company Stamp :                ….......................................................................................................................................

Head Office:                          ….......................................................................................................................................

Web sites:                             ….......................................................................................................................................

The trade register number, other designation: ..........................................................................................................

Signature :                            ….......................................................................................................................................

Confirmed by the Owner:    ….......................................................................................................................................

Notarial supervision
Name:                                     .…......................................................................................................................................

The Notarial company:          .….....................................................................................................................................

Address notaries:                  .…......................................................................................................................................

The trade register number, other designation:    .….....................................................................................................

Confirmation from the notary signature:  .…................................................................................................................

Founder of Project

Contact:                                   .............. Peter.gottwald@laposte.net, Europeanpoliticalprisoner@mypage.cz ....

Twitter:                                     …....….........................................................................@petergottwald.........................

Facebook:                                ….............. https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100005403105255 …..........

Web-sites:                                ........................................ www.europeanpoliticalprisoner.mypage.cz …..................

Signature of Founder (The preliminary signature):  

                               

http://www.europeanpoliticalprisoner.mypage.cz/
mailto:Europeanpoliticalprisoner@mypage.cz
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100005403105255
mailto:Peter.gottwald@laposte.net

